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Investigating Iceland
Helen Critcher
On Good Friday we met 37

wondering why more use is not

students from Years 10 and 11 at

made of this energy source.

Heathrow, ready to set off to

We then embarked on the

Iceland. There was a full itinerary

famous 'Golden Circle' tour,

planned for the next five days full

walking along a scenic fissure to

of amazing geographical sights

see the site of the first Icelandic

including glacial waterfalls,

Parliament at Pingvellir,

powerful geysers, thermal pools

continuing to the stunning

and vast black volcanic sand

Gullfoss waterfall and ending up

beaches ‐ we were in for a treat!

at the exploding geysirs:
bubbling pools of mud and

On arrival, we headed straight for

eruptions guaranteed!

Reykjavik and had a walking tour
which included the pearly dome
perched on top of huge water
tanks which supply the city with
hot water from the Hellisheidi
geothermal power station. This
complex, known as the Perlan,
affords a fantastic 360° view of
Reykjavik.
In the evening back at our hotel
The following day began with a

there was a competition to build

visit to the Hellisheidi power

an earthquake proof structure,

station itself. This is one of the

appropriate in a country which

largest geothermal power stations

we had learned experiences

in the world and our tour included

approximately two earthquakes

a film which explained the process

every day (most of which can't be

of extracting heat from below the

felt).

earth's surface and left us
.

../ Continued on back page

The Art of Biology with Year 7 at Kew
Marcia Teusink

In late April Year 7 took part in

during which the girls learned

even bumped into an NHEHS

the first joint Art and Biology trip

about plant reproduction, made

Old Girl now in her eighties,

we can remember ever running

observational drawings and

who had fond memories of the

at NHEHS with a really enjoyable

paintings and created nature

school! After a picnic and a

trip to Kew Gardens.

installations in the gardens.

wander, the group returned to
school tired but full of

There were a series of workshops

We enjoyed stunning spring

inspiration for their Art and

run by Miss Hobbs, Miss Cagnino,

weather and Kew at its spring

Biology projects for the rest of

Miss di Paola, and Miss Teusink,

finest. One group of students

summer term.

New Head Girl Team

After a very successful year for our outgoing Head Girl Team we are delighted to announce our new team for
2014/15. The new team is lead by Grace England (Head Girl), with Arabella Hull, Naomi Lefroy, Leila Sackur and
Amy Swift as Deputies.
They are looking forward to their new roles and responsibilities as they involve themselves in all aspects of
school life.
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Prize for Record Breakers
Christine Maynard
You may remember that before Christmas 500 girls from NHEHS,
along with girls from other GDST schools, took part in a global
Geography mapping event led by the Royal High School Bath. This
was successful in breaking a world record as 11,800 students partici‐
pated across every continent (except Antarctica!) in rating the qual‐

Year 13’s last day ...... wearing those school

ity of life in their neighbourhood and they were challenged with

uniforms one last time

using GIS analytical tools to interpret this large and complex data
set.
This week the project sponsors Esri UK awarded the project their
prize for the Best UK Community Project using GIS beating a
CrimeStoppers initiative and a project by the Royal Navy.

Kangaroo Maths
Helen Critcher

...getting your school shirt signed

Following on from the UK

Competitors are selected based

Intermediate Maths Challenge in

on their scores in the UK Maths

February, seven NHEHS students

Trust Intermediate Maths

were invited to take part in an

Challenge. We have never had

international mathematics

so many students being invited

competition (which originated in

to take the Kangaroo paper

Australia) called the ‘Kangaroo’.

before and all of them were
awarded a certificate. Most

Over six million students

notable is Anouschka Rajal in

worldwide took part in this

Year 11 who is the first NHEHS

competition in March, only 7000

student for five years to be

of whom were from the UK.

awarded a Certificate of Merit.

... taking pictures with your form tutor
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Mock Election
Joe Pepper
Held two days day before the
real thing and powered by
enthusiastic and well‐organised

Documentary Evidence

party machines, our mock
election was the culmination of

On the 31st March, the History and Politics

a two week campaign in which

Department invited Beadie Finzi, one of the

NHEHS students could talk of

co‐founders of Britdoc, to deliver an after

little other than Politics!

school, optional talk to girls in Years 10‐13.
The assembly that introduced
The talk focused on Britdoc’s most recent

the main party representatives

BAFTA and Oscar winning documentary

However all parties had

was inspirational, and kicked

Citizenfour and dealt with many of the issues

something to be positive about

the campaign into action.

around documentary journalism. . T

and as the “real” election results

Issy Warren, Jess Shindler‐Glass,

rolled in on Friday morning it

Leila Sackur, Serena Lit,
The film concerns Edward Snowden and the

was evident that the NHEHS

Ella Zussman and Emma Swann

NSA spying scandal. Shot in cinéma vérité

results were closer to the mood

all represented their different

style, the film won the Academy Award for

of the country than many of the

parties to great effect. They

Best Documentary Feature at this years’ Os‐

national opinion polls. Indeed

communicated policies via the

cars. Using the film, Beadie explored many key

political pundits take note and

political notice board and

ideas relevant to documentary flim making

ignore IPSOS, MORI and

canvassed hard in their target

such as the different way information can be

Guardian polls – next time just

constituencies.

keep an eye on the Notting Hill

portrayed to audiences, the value

and Ealing Mock Election!

documentary holds and then on a more

Early opinion polls (see above)

political note, what role surveillance plays in

showed a clear Conservative

our life. She also spoke about documentary

lead, however by the end of the

film making as a career.

And from other GDST Schools

Campaign Week that lead had

holding mock elections: The

narrowed.
The talk drew a very large audience and the

solidly at Howell’s, Norwich,

Question and Answer session produced many

Lunchtime hustings sessions

brave, insightful and pertinent questions which

with visiting candidates Labour

were addressed brilliantly. Overall, it was a

(Rupa Huq), Green (Meena

thoroughly enjoyable and thought‐provoking

Hans) and sitting Conservative

opportunity which spurred many girls on to

MP (Angie Bray) were very well

watch the documentary in full and to view the

attended by all year groups, and

role of film in a new light.

provoked some fascinating
debate.
Lauren Eells
The results on the day showed a
clear Conservative majority.
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Conservatives also won
Oxford, Putney, Newcastle and
Sheffield and by landslides at
Northampton, Blackheath and
Northwood. But Sydenham and
Birkenhead had strong Labour
wins while Ipswich and Brighton
went for the Greens and an
independent ‘MP for PM’ swept
Nottingham .

The Results

The Conservative team at NHEHS were thrilled to discover that they had won the 2015 NHEHS Mock
Election. It was a tight race, made closer by the ‘first past the post’ voting system that replicated the real
election. With a total of 28 constituencies (forms) being contended the magic number required to secure a
clear majority was 15 seats. The Conservatives squeaked through with 16, slightly lower than experts had
predicted.

Analysis
The results showed a Conservative dominance in the lower school, whilst in the upper Year groups Labour
picked up more seats.
The election was won and lost in the key marginal seats: narrow Tory wins in 12ID, 13SC and 13JB were
enough to swing the result in the Conservatives’ favour.
For many, the surprise result of the night was the stunning Green victory in 10PQ: this meant that the Greens
were able to elect one MP, whilst achieving a lower share of the vote overall than the Liberal Democrats.
The defeated Labour team will take heart from a shock victory in 8H: however this was not enough to prevent
the lower school landslide.
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History of Art Trip to Rome
Grace England
main road), and is believed, by
Catholics, to be the traditional
site of the martyrdom of
St Peter. Influenced by the
notion of Christian “martyrium”
Bramante took what he could
from classical architecture which
could be adapted to suit Christian
language. The symmetry and
order of the design, through the
employment of rhythmical
liturgical and petrine metopes
and triglyphs on the frieze, can be
used to reflect the beauty and
harmony of God. We sat in the
blazing sun, admiring the
incredible, (surprisingly small),
building, as Alex, our tutor,
encouraged us to explore the idea
that Renaissance mathematics
considered the process of logic as
sacred and how during this time it
was thought that the scientific
mind could provide evidence that
Having studied its numerous

The scale of the building was

God existed. We also discussed

paintings, sculptures and buildings

awe‐inspiring and enhanced by

the influence that Da Vinci’s

as part of our History of Art A Level

the innovative design and

Vitruvian Man had on Bramante’s

course, it was exciting to be finally

illusionistic techniques employed

design of the Tempietto,

heading for the Eternal City as we

by the Romans. Our tutors, Alex

suggested by the perfection of its

sixth form Art Historians joined

and Olivia, offered their expertise

dimensions.

forces with the Classicists for four

and engaged us in‐depth

days in Rome.

discussions which helped us build

Throughout the trip we were able

upon our existing knowledge.

to see some of Caravaggio’s most

Accompanied by Ms Learmouth,
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iconic paintings which can be

Mr Smith and two tutors from ‘Art

Perhaps one of the most exciting

found in various chapels around

History Abroad’, we began with the

visits of the trip was to

the city including The Calling of

Pantheon. Completed in 128 AD,

Bramante's Tempietto, meaning

St Matthew which features as a

this ancient temple was built by

'little temple' in Italian. The

case study in our A Level course.

Emperor Hadrian after the

hidden gem is located on the

Commissioned by Cardinal

original, designed by Marcus

Janiculum demanding a rather

Matteo Contorelli in 1599, this

Agrippa, was destroyed in a fire.

treacherous walk up the side of a

picture sparked discussion about

History of Art Trip to Rome .../Cont’d
Grace England
tourists, all lining up to get
inside the Basilica. Deciding to
wait until the queues died down,
Ms Learmouth and our guide led
us inside the Vatican museum,
to look at ancient classical
sculpture, Raphael paintings and
frescos.
However, the thing we all were
really waiting to see was the
beautiful Sistine Chapel, its
frescos painted by
Michelangelo. The Chapel was of
Colosseum. Built from AD 72 to

course packed with tourists, all

AD 80 by Emperor Vespasian, and

gazing up at the ceiling, we took

later finished by his successor

our turn and joined in before

Titus, the Colosseum was built as

making our way into the Basilica.

a place of entertainment for the

Enormous and immensely

Roman masses. Mr Smith and our

ornate, one of the highlights was

guide Alex told us all about the

of course Michelangelo’s Pietà.

bloody animal fights and

Eventually, and just as the

extravagant sea battles that took

Basilica was closing, our feet

place here. Mr Smith was

aching from all our walking, we

particularly keen to refer to his

managed a quick trip to buy

favourite film Gladiator while we

postcards from the tiny gift shop

listened and tried to avoid the

before we went off in search of

attentions of a rather irritable

gelato.

crow which was intent on
the Reformation and the

dismantling the Colosseum by

consequent iconoclasm of the

We left Rome enriched with

pecking off small bits of

1500s, and how against this

newfound knowledge of our

stonework and dropping them

turbulent background

case studies and a greater

onto the passers‐by.

understanding and appreciation

Caravaggio’s religion and faith
influenced his work.

of the city and its art. Thank you
On the last day we headed for the

to Ms Learmouth and Mr Smith

Vatican City, the smallest state in
The Classical world was not

for organising such a wonderful

the world, eager to see St Peter’s

forgotten. We visited the

and inspiring trip and to our AHA

Basilica. After a few security

spectacular ruins of the Roman

tutors who initiated compelling

checks we found our way to

Forum and after a bit of rather

discussions and forced us to

Piazza San Pietro, which was

passive aggressive queuing, we

explore the realm of art beyond

crowded with hundreds of

the A Level curriculum!

finally wended our way into the
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Spanish in Seville
Kathleen Webb

On Monday of half term, 45 girls

enjoyed lessons delivered by

bronze and ivory sculptures. The

from Years 10 and 11 jetted off to

native speakers delving further

building itself had a magical feel,

sunny Spain for five days. Yes, it

into topics and grammar covered

with the stained‐glass roof

was sunny but dios mío it was cold

by the IGCSE course. The

shedding colourful light over the

‐much to the disappointment of

language school, Mester, also

inner patio and the stunning river

those girls who had not heeded

organised afternoon and evening

views we took in from the café

staff warnings about the weather!

activities to educate and

where we savoured our chocolate

entertain, including a guided tour

con churros.

After landing in Madrid, we drove

of the city and university, a visit

200 kilometres west to Salamanca,

to the two cathedrals, a sevillanas

When Friday afternoon came, both

the home of Spain’s oldest

dance lesson, a tortilla española

girls and staff felt refreshed after a

university (est. 1134). The

interactive cooking

week of Spanish‐style living, having

accommodation of choice (for staff

demonstration, and a film‐

made our way around the perfectly

too) was full‐board in homestays

viewing of Manolito Gafotas.

proportioned city solely by foot

with locals, many of whom were
retired couples seeking to

Most memorable for some,

introduce the delights of their

however, was the visit to the Art

plentiful home cooking to their

Deco Museum of Salamanca, with

foreign guests.

its extensive glassware display,
the almost spooky collection of

Each day, the girls went to school

vintage dolls, and the highly

from 9.30am to 1.00pm and

intricate and finely worked

and absorbed its way of life
everywhere we went. My thanks,
and that of all the girls, go to
Miss Genge, Miss Romero‐
Wiltshire and Mrs Sevilla for
accompanying the trip.

Parents’ Guild Events
Michelle Levman

Minimus Films
The Year 12 and 13 Classicists have now had to
say a sad farewell to their classes at the NHEHS
Junior School and North Ealing Primary.
They wrote their own version of the myth of
Echo and Narcissus in Latin for the younger
pupils to perform. In case you don’t know, the
story of Echo and Narcissus is a good one.
Narcissus is a beautiful young man who very
much knows it. Echo is a wood nymph who falls
madly in love with him. However, as Echo is
overly talkative, she is cursed only to be able to
This term has seen a lot of brain

highest attended Quiz Curry

power exercised via quiz

Night we’ve organised yet.

activities from girls and parents

Over 200 parents from Senior

alike!

and Junior Schools took part in
a fun evening held at the Senior

A very successful Junior School

School and the winning

Quiz was held in April with 100

Year 1 team walked away with

girls from Years to 6 attending.

the trophy after some very

The quizmaster was Junior

close scoring!

School Head, Ms Silva, and Alan
Brown, Chair of the Parents’
Guild, set the questions. Great
fun was had by all and the
winning team proudly walked
away with book tokens
following a tie breaker settled
by a question on the elections.

Not to be outdone, parents
came in their droves to the

Finally a big thank you to all
parents who have signed up for
EasyFundraising ‐ that little click
of a button has raised over
£750 to be spent on our girls,
purchasing equipment and
items that might not otherwise
be possible. If you haven’t
already signed up just go to
www.easyfundraising.org.uk/
causes/nottinghillandealinghs
then simply follow the steps to
shop and raise. Funds when you
shop online.

repeat the words of others. Meanwhile,
Narcissus is too much in love with his own
reflexion to care about Echo. In the end,
Narcissus forgets to eat (too much looking at
himself), dies and is turned into the Narcissus
flower. As for Echo, well, you still hear her in
any cave or tunnel you enter. That voice coming
back is one of a wood nymph.
Our Year 12 and 13 teachers really got the most
out of their young pupils in producing some
excellent videos which have been sent off to the
National Mythology Competition. They then
shared all they have learned through the
experience of being involved with the
Minimus project in assembly. The conclusion –
life as a teacher with enthusiastic pupils is as
challenging as it is rewarding.
Alex Smith

Thank you for all your support.
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Marie Shedlock: Storyteller Supreme
Elizabeth Broekman

Fourth Plinth Winner
Shivani Dave (Year 8) and Thushika
Ravichandran (Year 7), their families and

Miss Marie Shedlock, a newly

Music and the beginning of the

Ms Teuchenk were present at the ceremony for

qualified teacher, joined the staff

school’s strong dramatic

prize winners at London’s City Hall on 30 April to

in 1877 as Form Mistress and is

tradition is attributed largely to

find out the results for the Fourth Plinth School

pictured here with her class of 10

her. These passions and skills

Awards 2015.

year olds.

led to her leaving the
classroom in 1900 in order to

The girls knew they had been nominated for

In 1884, Miss Jones made her

pursue a full‐time career giving

prizes and were excited to know the outcome of

Form Mistress to the girls of the

music and story recitals –

this annual competition open to all primary and

Fifth Remove class, a group who

including a highly successful

secondary school across London to design a

were ‘not constrained by the

one at the White House.

sculpture for the fourth plinth in Trafalgar

public examination syllabus’. This

Square. The theme for 2015 was ‘Live your Life

gave her more flexibility and

Miss Shedlock’s recitals

to the Fullest’.

freedom in the classroom and

included musical items but it

enabled her to employ more

was the storytelling aspect for

Thushika was revealed as the winner of the

creative teaching methods. She

which she was best known,

category for 12‐15 year olds with her plan to

was a great traveller and happily

particularly of myths and

display huge letters spelling out the word ‘LIFE’

shared her experiences with her

legends from around the world

an inventive balloon sculpture, which sees the

young charges. Her obituary in

and the stories of Hans

word “Life” floating as if a kite in the sky, and is a

the 1935 school magazine reveals

Christian Andersen. She used

call for everyone to look up and take in what is

that her ‘Geography lessons were

them in her concerts in schools

around them. Shivani’s design of a huge blue

brilliant lectures illustrating

and colleges and when working

pepper won a prize in the commended category.

Sheddie’s latest holiday’ and ‘A

with trainee teachers. She

French lesson, more often than

became a notable authority on

Celebrated artist, Mark Wallinger, one of the

not, developed into beautiful

storytelling and wrote several

UK’s leading contemporary artists, presented

recitations.’

books, including The Art of the
Storyteller which was published

Thushika with her prize.
Sophie Plowden
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Miss Shedlock’s particular

in 1915 and is still available as

passions were Drama and

an e‐book on Amazon.

Parents’ Guild Fundraising
enjoy the new benches and
table for the playground.
In the Senior School the
Science Departments are
already making good use of
the Sparkview Site Licence,
Sparklink Air Interface, Pasport
motion and force sensors.
This newest generation of
computer‐based sensors and
analysis software allows
students to measure quantities
such as force, position, speed,
We are grateful to the Parents Guild

temperature, and voltage with

for all the fabulous events they

greater precision and

organise many of which raise a

efficiency and display the data

considerable amount of money for

on a live graph on an ipad or

the school. These enable us to buy a

computer as soon as it is

range of equipment which the girls

collected.

will all enjoy using and benefit from.
Girls throughout the Junior School
will use the new cooker, fridge‐

Robotics kit and KANO kit for

freezer, 12 portable hobs and range

building robots, computers and

of kitchen utensils as they take part

teaching coding have been added

in activities connected with the

to resources in the Computing, IT

integrated curriculum. For example
Year 4 prepare a Roman feast when
learning more about the Romans
and Reception start the school year
by learning diagraphs in Literacy and
find the ‘ch’ diagraph very exciting
because they have the chance to
make chocolate chippie cookies.
The Junior School music department
is very grateful for the trombones
and trumpets and all the girls will

The Psychology Department
has been able to purchase an
ECG sensor, data logger and
heart rate and wave form
sensor which allow our sixth
form psychology students to
conduct practical experiments
on how the body reacts to
minor stressors and to further
investigate the link between
our mind and the body’s
reactions.

and Design Technology
Departments. In Art mannequins,
a female moulded head with
neck, and display body will all be
used for teaching life drawing and
the History and Politics
Departments have a range of
display posters. Finally, there are
two new guitars in the Sixth Form
Centre Common Room.
Thank you all for your generosity!
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OGA and Year 13 Breakfast
Lucia Hull
Jane Sigaloff, our Old Girls’
Association Chair, then took to
the floor to gave the students a
taste of what the Old Girls
Association is all about: mainly
having fun it would seem and
the girls were delighted to hear
of plans for events that will
help them stay in touch with
each other and the school.
However, Jane also stressed
the reach of the NHEHS
Network, so brilliantly
A group of intrepid Old Girls with

Old Girls moved round the room

a wealth of experience and from

talking to small groups of students,

a wide range of professions

discussing their jobs and how they

returned to school just before

got to where they are today. The

half term. They had been invited

Year 13s relished this opportunity

to have breakfast with Year 13

to ask questions, knowing the Old

and to pass on their wisdom

Girls were there to support and

about life beyond NHEHS.

help them to get their own career
planning underway on the best

The morning started with

possible footing.

croissants, coffee, and short talks
by four Old Girls who shared

To practise the networking skill of

their stories and gave the

asking questions and guiding a

students invaluable advice about

conversation, and to ensure the

using networks to achieve career

morning didn’t get too serious, the

goals. Their audience

groups were each issued with a

listened intently, keen to learn

bingo card containing an ‘unusual

from these women who not so

fact’ about each Old Girl present.

long ago had been NHEHS girls

The task was to work out which

themselves .

unusual fact matched which Old
Girl. Facts ranged from eating

Following the talks we played a

piranha for Christmas dinner to

game of networking bingo

meeting their husband at a job

combined with speed dating(!)

interview!

As a bell sounded each of the 18

10

demonstrated during the
morning, and urged the girls to
make the best possible use of it
as a source of support and
help.
The Year 13s benefitted
enormously from the morning.
They felt it was inspiring to
meet successful women but
there was a sense of

reassurance too; very few of
the Old Girls present had
careers mapped out at the age
of eighteen, yet all have gone
on to be extremely successful.
We and the girls are hugely
grateful to all the Old Girls who
gave up their time to come
along and give their advice and
support. We now look forward
to inviting the class of 2015
back to school in a few years to
take their turn in sharing their
experiences.

Year 10 Oxbridge Visits
Georgina Redhead and Janvi Patel

To get we Year 10 students

such as the application process,

thinking about our university

how to choose a course and

planning the whole Year Group

the transition between school

was offered the chance to have a

and university.

look around an Oxford or
Cambridge college and to find

The same day 10SL and 10PQ

out more about academic and

headed for Oxford and Jesus

student life at these ancient

College where we were given a

universities.

presentation about Oxford by
Dr Alexandra Lumbers.

10AK and 10LE visited Robinson

Dr Lumbers is Tutor for

College, Cambridge, where we

Admissions and in charge of

received a very interesting talk

the admissions processes at

on different courses, how

Jesus so her talk dealt very well

Cambridge differs from other

with the sort of things we

universities and what it’s like to

wanted to know: from advice

study there with the role of

on how to choose a course to

seminars, lectures, and

accommodation, facilities, food

supervisions (which are when

and extra‐curricular activities.

you are taught in small groups of

Some undergraduate students

one or two by a profess) all

then took us on a tour of the

explained. We then had a tour of

College and finally, we too met

Robinson College which gave us

up with some ex‐NHEHS girls.

the chance to see a bit more and

They offered lots of useful

ask about university life. After

information about what life as

lunch we met some NHEHS Old

a student at Oxford is really like

Girls who are studying at

and meeting these students

Cambridge. Their friendly advice

was a highlight for us, inspiring

was really helpful and they were

many girls to consider an

able to answer the many

Oxford application.

questions .we had about things

Sixth Form Moments
Our Year 13 Leavers began their last day at
NHEHS with an early arrival. Before joining
their form tutors for breakfast they created a
festival scene in the courtyard complete with
tents (and typical festival weather.) We were
all surprised by (and laughed at) the bra bunting
symbolising our ‘supportive community’ and
wished we’d brought our festival wellies as the
torrential rain lasted all day!
The Leavers’ Tea , combined fabulous food laid
on by the Catering Department, laughter,
performances from girls and staff and tears in
equal measure as everyone said goodbye.
We’re going to miss the class of 2015 and we
wish them all the best of luck with their exams
and for the future. We hope they’ll be back to
see us often.
Earlier the previous week, we marked a now
traditional NHEHS May Day Moment before
Year 12 headed off on study leave. There was
tea and scones with lashings of jam and cream
in the Sixth Form Centre garden, with everyone,
staff and girls, enjoying the warm sunshine and
an hour or so of relaxed conversation.
Rebecca Irwin
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Summer BBQ and Barn Dance
The Parents’ Guild invites you
to its Summer BBQ and Barn
Dance on Saturday June 27th.
There are still a few tables
available at this ever popular
event which features live
music, dancing and dinner.
Please book by
Friday 5th June by emailing
Michelle Levman at:

Summer Exhibition

michelleLevman@gmail.com

The exhibition of this year’s GCSE, AS and A2 art
work will take place on Tuesday, 24 June from
4.30pm to 7.00pm. Please join us for a glass of
wine and enjoy the original and stimulating
works on show. Everyone is welcome, whether
or not your daughter has work in the exhibition.
To reserve your place please email
enquiries@nhehs.gdst,net

Waterpolo
Rob Bent

Sophie Plowden

Ice Cream Tradition

Congratulations to the U14 waterpolo team who, in their first

Sixth form students in Rome continue the
NHEHS tradition of always time for an ice
cream!

Season, made it through to the National Frinals of the ESSA
Championships in Northampton earlier this month.
They came fifth, putting in a tremendous performance in what
was a great experience and strong foundation for this fantastic

14

young team.

French in Montpelier
Ana Romero‐Wiltshire

Over the Easter holidays 18 girls

LSF language school in the heart

impressive collection of beaux

from Years 10 and 11 accompanied

of the town. The lessons covered

arts; a trip to the beach where

by Miss Genge and I went to

grammar as well as IGCSE topics,

the girls enjoyed soaking up the

beautiful and tranquil Montpellier

practising all four skills (listening,

sun and playing ball games and a

for five days to immerse ourselves‐

speaking reading and writing).

photo competition where in

selves in French culture and improve

The lessons were particularly

groups they had to find and take

our French language skills. The girls

invaluable for the Year 11 girls

photographs, as evidence, of

stayed with host families a mix of

who were anticipating their

various monuments, landmarks

young families and retired couples

IGCSE speaking exams in the

but also people, such as a mec

who were all very welcoming and

week following our return.

canon, this involved a lot of

eager to get to know our students

Indeed by the end of the trip all

speaking to locals as well as some

and to introduce them to French

the girls felt more confident and

stalking…

cuisine.

fluent when speaking French, so

Many families took the girls out on

much so that they even played

Thankfully the looming air traffic

some verbal games in French.

control strike was called off

some of the evenings to show them

which meant that we were all

round their part of town or to buy

The language school organised

them ice‐creams and it was lovely to

able to return home as

activities in the beautifully sunny

see that quite a few girls developed

scheduled, albeit rather

and warm afternoons including, a

a strong bond with the families and

reluctantly as we had taken to

tour of the city, looking at its

expressed how much they wanted

the peaceful and sunny lifestyle

architecture and spotting the

to come back to visit them.

of the Montpéllierains and had

modern street art which was

thoroughly enjoyed exploring the

dotted around; a visit to the

city, eating French food and

Musée Fabre which has an

speaking the language.

Every day the girls had French
lessons with native speakers at the
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As well as a visit to the

The fabulous waterfall at Seljalandfoss

Eyjafjallajökull volcano which

On the south cost we saw

caused world‐wide disruption to air

black beaches with some

travel when it erupted in 2010, we

superb basalt columns and

also walked to the edge of the

sea stacks. Some Icelanders

Sόlheimajökull glacier (above). This

believe these are night

glacier is retreating at a rate of 100

trolls who went out fishing

meters a year but is an imposing

and were turned to stone

sight unexpectedly streaked black

when the sun came out ‐

from the recent eruption of

not quite in line with our

Eyjafjallajökull .

knowledge of Geography!
On our last morning in Iceland we had the excitement of a visit to the
famous 'Blue Lagoon'. Bathing outside in the mineral rich waters of
this geothermal spa whilst the weather was trying to snow was a
unique experience.
A big thank you to Miss Bushell for leading the trip, to Miss Davies who
frequently ran ahead during our walks to see what geographical
wonder was around the next corner, and to the girls who were a great
pleasure to be with and showed enthusiasm for all the country had to
offer, including the cold driving rain and gale force winds.
Landing back in London during unseasonably warm weather made
Iceland seem much further away than a three hour flight.

